MEAL DELIVERY
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FRESH FITNESS FOOD

£23 per day, freshfitnessfood.com
Delicious, sustainably sourced and protein-rich food
combined with fully biodegradable packaging makes
Fresh Fitness Food the number one choice for fitness
enthusiasts with an environmental conscience. Before
you sign up, you get a comprehensive phone consultation
with an adviser, who recommends your meals based on
your training goals, then the rest is taken care of.
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BEST BUY

NO 1 FOOD PREP

From £5.20 per meal, no1foodprep.com
Born out of No1 Boot Camp's much-loved meals, No 1
Food Prep has taken the dishes served at their fitness
retreats and turned them into delivery meals you can try at
home. Choose the best package for you – from 'Plant Lite'
to 'Meat & Fish Max' – or opt for a more tailored approach
using the bespoke Meal Builder tool.
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FEAST BOX

From £5 per meal, feastbox.co.uk
One for those with a bit more time to spare, Feast
Box delivers fresh ingredients to your door – carefully
measured and prepared, with recipe instructions to match
– and you do the rest. A certain level of culinary skill is
required, but the reward is a unique set of meals from a
wide range of cuisines.
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NOURISH FIT FOOD

From £5.80 per meal, nourishfitfood.co.uk
Restaurant-quality food produced by professional chefs
using local produce. It certainly sounds like a winning
formula, and Nourish Fit Food delivers on all fronts.
Choose from 'Slim', 'Lifestyle' or 'Build' packages and
await your microwave-ready masterpieces. The taste is
unrivalled, though big-eating gym-goers may want more.

DETOX KITCHEN

From £31.40 per day, detoxkitchen.co.uk
Using ingredients free from wheat, dairy, chemicals and
refined sugar, not to mention 100 per cent recyclable
packaging, Detox Kitchen is as wholesome as meal
delivery can be. We tried the Active Protein package, with
a daily 1,800-calorie offering of breakfast, lunch, dinner
and pudding, plus a juice, a drink, a nut pot and a snack.
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MY FIT FOODS

From £5.95 per meal, myfitfoods.co.uk

BALANCE MEALS

£24 per day, balancemeals.co.uk
Fresh ingredients and pleasantly surprising
portion sizes make Balance Meals one of the
best services we had the pleasure of tastetesting. We tried the all-vegan 'Power & Plants'
plan, but there are several more to choose
from – and there's even the option to create an
entirely bespoke set of meals based on your
personal preference.
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Founded by personal trainer Scott Poulter and chef Dave
Allen, My Fit Foods was born out of a desire to break
the cycle of bland, basic food that the pair realised most
gym-goers were eating. What they've come up with is
the perfect blend of training-specific ingredients and
appetising post-workout meals. Well worth a try.

RECOMMENDED

MUSCLE FOOD

£22 for five meals, musclefood.com
As the name suggests, protein is the primary ingredient in
most of Muscle Food's offerings, with meat bundles such
as 5kg of chicken for £27 the popular choice. Pre-made –
including plant-based – meals tailored to your goals are
also an option, as are 'Easy Cook Kits' for kids and just
about any other nutrition product you could wish for.
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